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Abstract. Multi-angles of facial feature detection is still a challenging research. In this paper, the 
author proposes a precision head pose estimation method as a condition to improve the performance 
of regression forests, and decreases the missing rate caused by head deflection. The basic idea is 
used by locality preserving projection, a kind of manifold learning, and nonlinear regression 
(LPP+NLR) for getting the global information of pose and label it, then utilize trained conditional 
regression classifier to identify the feature points in global characteristics. The effectiveness of the 
proposed facial feature detection algorithm is illustrated in the experiments and the comparison with 
several recent methods. 

Introduction 
Facial feature point detection is an important step towards face analysis, crucial for the application 
of the analysis of facial data, face recognition and reconstruction, accurate and efficient facial 
feature detection is able to lay a good foundation for these applications. In practice, people’s head 
will appear as a variety of gestures, the influence of the head pose is inevitable, therefore must take 
head pose account. Multi-angles of facial feature detection is always a challenging research. 

Classic shape constraint method of active shape models (ASM) [1] and active appearance model 
(AAM) [2]. They are generated based on the principal component analysis method of fitting a linear 
model to obtain the shape changes and changes from the appearance of the face. Recent works 
attempt to build regression forests that are conditioned with some global or additional properties. 
Danton [3] propose a regression forests model conditioned on head pose for facial feature detection. 
They use the method that finely [4] proposed, training the regression forest with 3D face model 
dataset and getting the position of tip and head rotation angle, of the head pose estimation. Then 
correspond to the 2D image and divide the training set into subsets according to head pose yaw 
angle. However, the cost of training and testing is still relatively high, and the results of the 
experiment are not so good. 

To solve this problem, we propose a method for facial feature detection based on head pose and 
regression forest. The head pose estimation algorithm which combined the locality preserving 
projection and nonlinear regression [5], the locality preserving projection for dimensionality 
reduction and nonlinear regression to map the data into linear space. We estimate the head pose 
with the results that get from nonlinear regression. Experiment shows that the method is able to 
estimate the head pose fast and robustness. Then treat the head gesture as a global condition, for 
training the conditional regression forests, which could estimate facial feature points in real-time. 

Global Model of head Pose Estimation 
Combined the locality preserving projection and nonlinear regression is mainly for classification all 
the face image, set face image as digital image sampled in high dimensional data space, and 
represent each head pose with feature in low dimensional manifold [5]. First, we put each face in 
the database project to a low dimensional space, marked with different position that can distinguish 
different orientation of the head effectively. Learning the dataset by a nonlinear model, for achieve 
the best fit with data that already have. When the test data come in, projected it to the model in low 
dimensional space in the corresponding position. Thus we find the mapping model of the face 
image in a high dimensional space to a lower dimensional space, generating a low dimensional 
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manifold structure. Finally, we use linear regression that with high efficiency to analyse these 
nonlinear mapping data, getting the label of the head pose. 
Description of LPP and NLR: 
Input: T-training data; t-testing data; I-label for training data; k-parameter for finding the 
neighbourhood; d-dimension of the low dimensional manifold. 

Output: The head pose S  of testing data; 
S= LPP+NLR (T, t, l, k, d); 
Step: 
For each sample  in T 

Using 2|| ||i jx x ε− <  to find k nearest neighbours ( 1, 2,..., )jx j k=  of ix ; 
End For; 

Compute the weight matrix W where
2|| ||i jx x

t
ijW e

−
−

= ; 

Compute the projection matrix, to embed high dimensional samples into the low dimensional 
manifold; 

The problem of solving the projection matrix could be transformed into formula (1) for 
eigenvalue, corresponding eigenvectors of eigenvalue constitute the projection matrix E for 
achieving embed high dimensional samples into the low dimensional manifold 

                                     (1) 

Where X  is a matrix constituted by samples ix , L  indicates Laplace matrix and L D W= − . D  Is 
diagonal matrix, and . 

Normalize the projection matrix E  that computed from (3); 
For (the maximum distance between the input vector and the initial valueσ , 

   ( , )x S f x σ→ = )                                         (2) 
According to criterion of the least square error of train data; 

End for; 
Mapped the test samples into a low dimensional that linear and separable space through the 

projection matrix E , get the data of low dimensional. 
Using linear regression for head pose estimation; 
For facial feature detection, this paper based on the global property of the head pose that obtained 

from LPP and NLR, and then trained conditional regression forest to get the precision facial points. 

Conditional Regression Model 
Base on random regression forest[6], for each type of head pose training conditional regression 
forest, and then select the corresponding trees from the training to estimate facial feature points. 
Conditional regression forests aim to learn several conditional probabilities over the parameter 
space instead. Training the forests after classified by head pose respectively, so that trees do without 
dealing with all face changes in appearance and shape. During testing, select the corresponding 
conditional forests via head pose. 

We build the trees following the random forest framework [7]. Each tree  in the forest  
is built from a different, randomly selected, set of training images. For each image, we randomly 
extract a set of patches . Where  is defined by multiple channels , 
represents the appearance,  represents the set of offsets to each facial feature point. 
The test splits the set of patches  into two subsets: When a patch satisfies the test it is passed to 
the right child, otherwise, the patch is sent to the left child. The binary test at a non-leaf node is 
defined as : 
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Where indicates the feature channel  and are two rectangles within the patch 
boundaries, and  is a threshold,  are generated with random values. 

A regression forest aims to model the probability , given an image patch  and the 
conditional probability  modelled by a conditional regression forest, then estimates by 

( | ) ( | , ) ( | )n np d P p d S P p S P dS=        ∫                      (4) 

Where a global property is that consistent with the head pose, estimated from the image, as 
described in Section 2. 

In order to learn , we split the training set into subsets, and the space of the parameter 
 is discretized into respective sets . To this end, we quantize the training data into 5 subsets 

that correspond to ‘left profile’, ‘left’, ‘front’, ‘right, and ‘right profile’ faces. Thus (3) could be 
( | ) ( ( | , ) ( | ) )

pose

n n
pose S S

i
p d P p d S P p S P dS

∈
=      ∑ ∫              (5) 

Where  indicates the conditional probability that can be learned by training a full 
regression forest . While the probability  can be learned by a regression forest on 
the full training set . 

Experiments 
The head pose estimation is trained on the Facepix [8] database, contains 30 different identities 
colour image. We normalized each image in our experiment, constitute 32×32 dimensional data. 
Linear dimensionality reduction methods commonly used principal component analysis (PCA) and 
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [9]. The experiment select local embedding (LEA) and locally 
linear embedding (LLE) [10]. Fig. 1 shows our method compares with methods mentioned above. 
The experiment selects random samples, different data of facial feature affects the result. The LPP 
with NLR method can maintain stability, holding low error and volatility. As the above analysis 
show that the LPP+NLR method combined the advantages of manifold learning and nonlinear 
regression, guarantee either the accuracy or the high robustness. 

 
Fig. 1:  Mean error of varies manifold learning with nonlinear regression. 

 
Regression forests are trained on the professional facial database on the challenging Labelled 

Face Parts in the Wild (LFPW) [11], which contain large variations in the imaging conditions. We 
annotated 13000 faces taken from LFPW database with the location of 14 facial feature points. 

Regression forests provide two parameters to balance the runtime and accuracy, namely the 
sampling stride, as shown in Fig.2. The stride parameter is crucial for real-time performance: a 
stride greater or equal to 3 already allows for over 10 fps (i.e., below 100 ms for one frame) at a 
marginal loss in accuracy. 
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Fig. 2: Trade-off between runtime and accuracy with stride. 

 
In order to accurately assess the performance of our system, we performed a ten-fold cross 

validation experiment. We compare our results to two state-of-the-art methods [12-13]. Our method 
clearly outperforms competitors with respect to accuracy. The error for facial feature point is given 
in Fig. 3. 

 
Figure 3.Comparison with other methods of mean error. 

 
Fig. 4: Images of real-time facial feature detection. 

Fig. 4 shows the facial feature points images that captured in real-time during experiments. The 
results prove that our method holds robust with all kinds of angles, and remains good effects for 
some occlusion. 

Summary 
In this paper, we present a real-time algorithm for facial feature detection based the improved 
conditional regression forests. Specifically, we introduce a face shape prior model to capture the 
face shape patterns under varying head pose based on LPP+NLR. We then extend the frontal face 
prior model by a conditional random regression forests under pose variation. In the future, we will 
perform further validation of our methods to model other properties like sunglasses or facial hair 
that still cause some problems as well. 
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